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odern scientific com puting is placing ever more stringent re quirements on the au thors of scientific code, and on the languages and programming environments that they use. At one time, most scientists were happy with systems that could efficiently execute relatively simple repetitive operations on fixed-sized arrays. The tools appropriate for that task are woefully inadequate for the challenges posed by the computa tional sophistication of recent algor ithms for scientific computing.
Such challenges take many forms. For example, modern finite element code must adaptively change the structure of the underlying grid, dynamically adding and deleting nodes during a computation. Com plex geometry algorithms are re quired for efficient manipulation and visualization of geometric structures. Modern nonlinear optimization tech niques utilize many interacting soft- ware components. More and more models use complex graph-based structures such as neural networks for some portion of the representa tiop. These tasks are far more like general-purpose computing than tra ditional scientific computing. The appropriate software tools are corre spondingly more like the tools devel oped for general-purpose tasks.
Object-oriented programming has been one of the most notable recent developments in modern pro gramming languages. Unfortunately, it is often associated with reduced computational efficiency, and so has not seemed appropriate for scientific computing. This article describes a new language, "Sather," which was designed to retain the powerful bene fits of object-oriented programming without sacrificing efficiency.I,2,3
Sather was derived from the language Eiffel,4,5 and is designed to be very efficient and simple, while supporting object-oriented dispatch, strong typing, mUltiple inheritance, parameterized types, garbage collec tion, and a clean syntax. Each of these aspects will be described in turn in this article. Sather was initially devel oped to meet the needs of research projects at the International Comput er Science Institute (lCSI) , which required a simple, efficient, nonpro prietary, object-oriented language. ICSI is involved in several areas that require the construction of complex software for computationally inten sive tasks. Examples include a gen eral-purpose connectionist simulator, a high-level vision system based on complex geometric data structures, the support software for a high-speed paranel computing engine for speech recognition, and CAD tools for inte grated-circuit design.
We investigated several existing languages, including C++, 6 Objec tive C,7 Eiffel,4,s Self,S Smalltalk,9 and CLOS.IO Only C++ was effi cient enough for our needs, but its overall complexity and lack of gar bage collection, object type tags (needed for persistency and object distribution), and parameterized types, led us to begin our work with Eiffel. Our experience with Eiffel allowed us to identify the features that were essential for our purposes. We required a nonproprietary com piler, however, to serve as a base for -develeping a parallel object-oriented language to run on new experimental parallel hardware. Sather was developed to incorpo rate the features of Eiffel that were essential to us as well as others aimed at enhancing efficiency and simpli city. The initial Sather compiler was written in Sather over the summer of 1990. The compiler generates porta ble C code and links easily with existing C code. In June 1991, ICSI made the language publicly available by anonymous FTP over the Internet (from. "ftp.icsLberkeley.edu" in the United States, "ftp.gmd.de" in Eu rope, "lynx.csis.dit.csiro.au" in Aus tralia, and "sra.co.jp" in Japan). The release includes documentation, a compiler, a symbolic debugger, a GNU emacs programming environ ment, and several hundred library classes. Within a few weeks of the release, several hundred research groups from around the world had obtained copies. Since that time new class development has become an international cooperative effort.
Why Object-Oriented Computing?
The primary desired benefit from object-oriented languages is the abi lity to effectively reuse code. In Sather, one writes a program as a collection of modules called "classes." Each class should encapsu late a well-defined abstraction. If these abstractions are chosen careful ly, they can be used in a variety of situations. For example, the Sather library has a vector class that encap sulates the common operations on vectors (e.g., addition, dot product, tensor product, etc.). An obvious benefit is that less code needs to be written for an application if it can use classes that have already been writ· ten. An even more important benefit is that the resulting code is often better written, more reliable, and easier to debug. This is because programmers are willing to put more care and thought into writing and debugging code that will be used in many projects. In a good object oriented environment, programming should feel like gluing together pre existing building blocks to perform new functions. In such a setting one can be confident that most bugs will lie in the 10% or so of newly-written code, and not in the 90% of the code made up by well-tested library classes. This can simplify the debug ging process tremendously, and lead to far greater reliability.
It is important to understand the benefits that object-oriented pro gramming gives over traditional sub routine libraries, which also aim to support reuse. A subroutine library makes it easy for newly-written code to make calls on old code, but does not make it easy to get old code to call new code. For example, one might write a visualization package that displays data on a certain kind of display by making calls on display interface routines. At some later time, one wishes to have the package display its output on a new kind of display. Without an object-oriented approach there is no easy way to get the previously written visualization routines to make calls to the new display interface.
Another example might be a system that makes use of a matrix to hold information. One might later decide to use a sparse representation for the matrix, and want to avoid having to rewrite all the code that operates on the matrix. In each of these examples one. might want the code sometimes to operate on one type of display or matrix, and some times on the other. In fact, the actual kind of display or matrix may not be known until the calls are made.
We use the term "object-orient ed dispatch" to refer to this late choice of which code to actually execute. In Sather, each class defines the structure of corresponding "ob jects." The class corresponding to an object defines its "type." Objects are chunks of memory that are dynami cally allocated while the program is running, and which h~lVe a set of routines associated with them. These routines form the "interface" to the object, and are defined in its corre sponding class. For example, the class DISPLAY_l might have an interface defined by the routines draw_line and draw_circle. Any code that performs actions on an object of this type must do so via these routines. We might later define a class DIS PLAY_2 that also defines the routines draw_line 
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Circle number 11 on Reader Service Card object held in disp is checked, and the appropriate choice of draw _line code is chosen to execute. This provides wonderful flexibility, be cause one can cause new code to be called by old code by defining a new class with the same interface as an existing class. Unfortunately, it re duces computational efficiency be cause the code must check an object's type and use· that to select the instructions to execute. Sather uses several techniques to minimize the cost of this checking.
Why Strong Typing?
In languages like Smalltalk, any vari able can hold any object. In Sather, every variable is declared to be of a specific type, and this declaration restricts the objects that can be held by the variable. There are both con ceptual and computational benefits to this. It helps the compiler to generate efficient code, because it puts restric tions on what can occur during execution. It helps the programmer, because it provides a conceptual structure for organizing and under standing the code. The declared type of a routine argument delimits what values may be legally passed. All Sather classes are organized into a hierarchy, and this hierarchy is used to determine which objects a variable can hold. A class is called a "descen dant" of another class if it lies below it in the class hierarchy.
The Sather type system is even stronger than those of other strongly typed object-oriented languages. In most languages, if a variable is de clared to be of type T, it can legally hold any object for which the type is a descendant OfT in the type hierarchy. This is often very useful in that it allows new subtypes to be defined and acted upon by existing code. It also introduces computational inefficiency and conceptual ambiguity. There are many situations in which the type of object that a variable can hold is precisely known by the programmer.
Sather allows one to distinguish between variables that can only hold objects of a particular type and. variables that can hold any descen dant of a declared type. The declara tion v: VECTOR means that the vari able v can only hold objects of type VECTOR. The declaration v: $VEC TOR means that the variable v can hold objects of type VECTOR or any descendant of VECTOR in the hierar chy. Object-oriented dispatching is only performed on the second kind of declaration. When the type is precise ly specified, the compiler generates direct calls, which are exactly as efficient as corresponding C code would be.
The Sather compiler is itself a large program written in Sather, and uses a lot of dispatching. Each of the nodes in the Sather code trees uses dispatching on its children (e.g., each type of statement and each type of expression is represented by a sepa rate object type). The performance consequences of dispatching were studied by comparing a version in which all references are dispatched to the standard version. II The use of explicit typing causes an 11.3% re duction in execution time and ap proximately one-tenth the number of dispatches.
The Sather type. system is strong er than that of most languages, be cause it allows more distinctions to be specified. It therefore has more ofthe benefits and pitfalls of strong typing. Strong typing offers not only compu tational efficiency, but also concep tual advantages. The compiler is able to perform stronger type checking, and so catches errors that would not be caught with weaker typing. It also allows Sather classes to be structured in ways that more naturally reflect the represented concepts.
For example, a simple two-di mensional geometry system might have a .class POLYGON with descen dants TRIANGLE and SQUARE. It might be important for the POLYGON class to define a routine add_ver tex, which increases the number of sides by one. Such a routine is not appropriat-e for the descendant classes TRIANGLE and SQUARE, because they have a fixed number of sides. In Sather, these classes can undefine this inherited routine. If a variable de clared to be a POLYGON could hold a TRIANGLE at runtime, the compiler could not check the possible applica tion of the illegal routine add_ver tex to a TRIANGLE object. Because Sather allows one to declare variables that can only hold POLYGON objects, add_vertex may be'applied to them with complete safety.
This distinction is also relevant to the basic types representing inte gers, characters, real numbers, etc. In many object-oriented language~, ob jects of these types have tags or tag bits that specify their type. At run time, extra tag-checking code must run in addition to any operations performed on the objects. This is nice from the point of view of conceptual purity, but is simply not acceptable for the performance goals of Sather. In Sather, objects declared to be of these basic types are guaranteed to actually hold them. This allows the compiler to generate code with no tag checking. In addition to saving the cost of the check, it allows the wide variety of optimizations that modern compilers provide. Much scientific computing code intensively computes with such types, and in Sather the result is as efficient as in C.
Why Multiple Inheritance?
Many object-oriented languages sup port only "single inheritance," which means that each class can have only one direct parent in type hierarchy. Natural types in the world, however, are more complex. The hierarchy of sets of object is typically a "directed acyclic graph" (DAG), in which classes can have more than one direct ancestor. For example, in a simula tion task one might have a class for CHARGED_OBJECTS, which defines a variable for the charge, and one for MOVING_OBJECTS, which defines a variable for the velocity. Because ELECTRON objects are both charged and moving, they naturally descend from both classes. We would like to be able to apply to electrons all code that works on charged objects, as well as all code that applies to moving objects. If one is restricted to single inheritance, one would either have to require that all charged objects move or that all moving objects have a charge. In Sather, each class can inherit from an arbitrary number of other classes.
Why Parameterized Types?
One central feature of the Sather design is the use of parameterized classes. These are classes with one or more type parameters for which val ues are specified when the class is used. For example, the array class is declared as ARRAY{T}. When used, however, the type variable T is speci fied to be the type contained in the array. Thus, ARRAY{INT} declares an array of integers and ARRAY{STR} .. declares an array of strings. Parame terization supports a very common and important form of reuse. In conjunction with Sather's strong typ ing it causes no increase in perfor mance overhead. To achieve this high perfor mance, it was decided to generate separate code for each instantiation of a parameterized class. This allows the code to compile in the targets of calls. The increase in the size of the code does not appear to be substantial. Typically, there are a few small classes such as LIST{T} that cause the generation ofmany instantiations, but most classes are not so replicated. The compiler determines the minimal set of self-consistent instantiations required. It also recognizes instantia tions which are only used for class inheritance, and does not generate corresponding code.
Why Garbage Collection?
The languages derived from C are typically not "garbage collected." This means that the programmer is responsible for explicitly creating and destroying objects. Unfortunately, these memory-management issues of ten cut across the natural abstraction boundaries. Usually, the objects in a class do not have enough information to determine when they are no longer referenced, and the classes which use those objects should not be bothered with low-level memory-allocation is sues. In addition, memory manage ment done by the programmer is the source of two of the most common kinds of bug. If a programmer inad vertently frees up the space for an object which is still being referenced, a later call may find the memory in an inconsistent state. These so-called "dangling pointers" are often difficult to track down, because they frequent ly cause errors in code which is far removed from the offending state ment. The second error is to forget to free up the space occupied by objects that are no longer referenced. This causes "memory leaks," in which a program uses up more and more memory until it crashes. This kind of error is also difficult to find and track down. Instead of user deallocation, Sather uses a "garbage collector."12 This feature automatically tracks down unused objects and reclaims the space they use. To further enhance performance, the Sather libraries are designed to generate far less garbage than is typical in languages such as Small talk or Lisp.
The Implementation
The Sather compiler was itself written in Sather by Chu-Cheow Lim, and has been operational for about two years. It compiles into C code and is therefore easily portable to a wide variety of machines. The implementa tion is described in detail in Ref. 13 
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Circle number 12 on Reader Service Card first represents mappings from one vector space to another. Examples of such mappings are those produced by connectionist networks, linear least squares fitters, and statistical nonlin ear regression techniques. In the Sather library, each of these classes inherits from the class VECTOR_MAP. This class defines the interface for such operations as determining the dimension of the input and output spaces, computing the image of a vector under the mapping, and mis cellaneous operations such as com puting the mean square error for a set of training examples.
Once such an abstraction is de fined, there are a whole set of "func torial" combining classes which may be defined to construct more complex maps. For example COMPOSITION _VECTORMAP{Ml, M2} represents the mapping which is a composition of two maps of types Ml and M2. Another class PRODUCT_VECTOR _MAP{Ml , M2} forms the product of two maps, while SUBSET_VECTOR _MAP maps a vector to a permutation of. some of its components, and CONSTANT _ VECTOR_MAP represents a constant output vector. These classes may be combined like Tinkertoys to build up arbitrarily complex maps which still obey the defining interface.
We found a similar approach to be useful in the random-number gen eration classes. We wanted a class RANDOM which could produce ran dom samples from a variety of differ ent probability distributions (e.g., normal, binomial, gamma, Poisson, geometric). Such samples are gener ally produced by manipulating sam ples from an underlying generator that produces real valued random samples uniformly distributed in the unit interval. There are often differing requirements for such an underlying generator, however. For most appli cations, speed considerations domi nate, and a linear congruential gener ator is sufficient.
For certain critical applications, however, we do not care so much about speed, but we do require ex tremely high-quality samples. We therefore structured the library classes so that objects of type RANDOM have an attribute of type RANDOM _GEN, which holds the underlying generator. This is dispatched to re trieve uniform random variates. A variety of basic generators is pro vided. In addition, like vector maps, a variety of combining classes is pro vided to construct new generators. Examples include classes that gener ate new samples by summing the outputs of two generators modulo 1 and classes that form new generators by randomly permuting the outputs . of other ones.
The Future
In this article, we have described aspects of the design and implementa tion of Sather,· and how they are related to the· goals of achieving code encapsulation, reusability, efficiency and portability. The Sather language provides powerful features such as parameterized classes and object-ori ented dispatch, which are essential to achieving code encapsulation and re usability. The language is small, sim ple, and efficient. As we continue actively to develop classes and lan guage tools, important new class abstractions become apparent. The current distribution includes X Win dows user interface classes and··· a symbolic debugger. We are working on higher-level user-interface abstrac tions and extended language tools such as an interpreter.
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_A.nother direction of research is the further extension of the Sather language to a parallel multiprocessor environment. The language "pSather,,14 is still being modified, but an initial version runs on the Sequent Symmetry and the Thinking Machines CM-S. As described in Ref.
15, the language adds constructs for synchronization, locking variables, and creating and manipulating threads. The issues that make object oriented programming important in a serial setting are even more important in parallel programming. Efficient parallel algorithms are often quite complex, and so should be encapsu lated in well-written library classes. Different parallel architectures often requin~ the use of different algorithms for optimal efficiency. The object oriented approach allows the optimal version of an algorithm to be selected according to the machine it is actually running on. It is often the case that parallel code development is done on simulators running on serial ma chines. A powerful object-oriented approach is to write both simulator and machine versions of the funda mental classes in such a way that a user's code remains unchanged when moving between them. 
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